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Abstract 

Anti-lock Braking System (ABS) is an advancement in braking system of automobiles in order to prevent slip and 

locking of tire(s) on applying the brakes. ABS is a safety system in automobiles in such a way that the controller is 

provided to have power over the necessary torque to sustain optimum slip ratio. The slip ratio symbolize in terms of tire 

rotations and vehicle speed [1]. Vehicles with ABS responds very fast which makes trouble-free steering for the driver. 

ABS usually proffer advanced vehicle control and lessen the stopping distance in greasy and dried out surfaces, 

conversely on slack surfaces like gravel or snow covered asphalt road. ABS significantly increases braking distance and 

still improving vehicle control [2], [3]. 
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Introduction 

“Stopping distance” is most crucial factor when it comes for braking. The “Stopping distance” is the function of vehicle-

mass, its initial velocity and the braking force. Stopping distance can be minimize by escalating in braking force . In all 

kind of road surfaces there is always exists a crest in friction coefficient. An antilock system can attainmaximum 

fictional force and results minimum stopping distance. This purpose of anti-lock systems, however, is tempered by the 

need for vehicle stability and steer ability [4], [5]. Antilock braking system (ABS) averts brakes from locking while 

applying the brakes. In standard braking circumstances, the driver controls the brakes. However during severs braking 

or on slippery roadways when the driver applies brakes, the wheels to approach lockup. The ABS adjust the brake line 

pressure independent of the pedal force to fetch the wheel speed back to the slip level range that is very essential to the 

optimal braking performance. The ABS does not allow complete wheel lock under braking. In straightforward language, 

the wheel does not get locked even if the driver pushes a full auto brake pedal and hence the skidding does not acquire 

during urgent situation of braking. The ABS allows the driver to control the vehicle easier, even on roads with low 

adhesion, such a rain, snow and muddy road. The heart of antilock braking system consist “Electronic Control Unit”, 

“wheel speed sensor” and “hydraulic modulator”. ABS is a closed circuit; hence it used the feedback control system that 

modulates the brake pressure in response to the wheel deceleration and wheel angular velocity to prevent the controlled 

wheel from locking  [6] [7]. 
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                                                                Figure 1 

 

 

Result and Conclusion 

With advancement in the technology in automobiles, the braking system is gaining more and more advanced. Antilock 

brakes help drivers to have improved control of a vehicle in some road circumstances where \solid braking may be 

necessary. In vehicles without antilock brake systems, drivers who encounter slippery conditions have to pump their 

brakes to make sure they do not spin out of control because of locked up wheels. Antilock braking system coordinates 

wheel activity with a sensor on each wheel that regulate brake pressure as necessary, so that all wheels are operating in a 

similar speed range. 
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